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Abstract.

We present a statistical analysis of phase space density data

from the ﬁrst 26 months of the Van Allen Probes mission. In particular we
investigate the relationship between the 10s-100s keV seed electrons and >1
MeV core radiation belt electron population. Using a cross correlation analysis, we ﬁnd that the seed and core populations are well correlated with a
coeﬃcient of ≈ 0.73 with a time lag of 10-15 hours. We present evidence of
a seed population threshold that is necessary for subsequent acceleration. The
depth of penetration of the seed population determines the inner boundary
of the acceleration process. However, we show that an enhanced seed population alone is not enough to produce acceleration in the higher energies,
implying that the seed population of 100s of keV electrons is only one of several conditions required for MeV electron radiation belt acceleration.
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1. Introduction
The Earth’s Van Allen radiation belts are some of the most dynamic regions in the
inner magnetosphere. Understanding radiation belt dynamics is particularly important
because the radiation belts contain high energy (>1 MeV) ‘killer’ electrons which are
capable of severely damaging satellites [Baker , 2002]. Reeves et al. [2003] showed that
the response of the radiation belt varies greatly for diﬀerent geomagnetic storms. The
response of the belts to an individual event depends on the balance of source and loss
processes [e.g Reeves et al., 2003; Turner et al., 2014]. These source processes fall into two
broad categories: 1) radial transport and 2) local acceleration. Radial transport involves
moving particles from larger L into the inner magnetosphere. Through conservation of the
ﬁrst invariant, the particles are accelerated as they move inward. This process can also be
enhanced by interaction with Ultra Low Frequency (ULF) waves [Rostoker et al., 1998;
O’Brien et al., 2001; Mann et al., 2004; Shprits et al., 2008a]. The other process, local
acceleration, has been shown to produce large, rapid enhancements in the radiation belts
is local acceleration [e.g. Reeves et al., 2013; Baker et al., 2014a]. In particular, waveparticle interactions with VLF chorus waves have been shown to be particularly eﬀective
in accelerating electrons up to radiation belt energies [Horne and Thorne, 1998; Summers
et al., 2002; Horne et al., 2005; Thorne et al., 2005; Summers et al., 2007]. While much
of the focus in the acceleration process is on the high energy (>0.5 MeV) core electron
population, the lower energy seed and source populations (deﬁned below) interact with
these waves and play key roles in the acceleration process.
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The local acceleration process begins with the source population. These few-10s keV
electrons, which are brought into the inner magnetosphere by substorm injections and
enhanced global convection are capable of producing waves such as whistler-mode chorus
[Thorne et al., 2013]. These substorm injections also carry the 10s-100s keV seed electrons.
These particles are able to be accelerated by the waves up to the relativistic energies
seen in the radiation belt [Baker et al., 1998]. This process, and the importance of the
seed population has been both modeled and observed for several major enhancement
events [e.g. Thorne et al., 2013; Li et al., 2014; Tu et al., 2014; Shprits et al., 2008b]. In
addition, Jaynes et al. [2015] has shown that when either the seed and source population
are absent, acceleration in the outer belt shuts down, despite otherwise favorable solar
wind conditions.
While it is clear that the seed population is important to radiation belt acceleration,
the exact relationship between the seed and core populations is less clear. Li et al. [2005]
and Turner and Li [2008] analyzed daily-averaged ﬂuxes at geosynchronous orbit over
a ﬁve year-time period. They found that when a time lag was applied, the 10s-100s
keV population ﬂuxes were well correlated with the >1 MeV electron ﬂuxes. However,
since these observations were at geosynchronous orbit, they were not able to see the
acceleration process itself, as it was happening in the heart of the radiation belt. In this
study, we examine both the seed and core populations inside of the radiation belt over a
long time period to see exactly how these two populations interact to produce radiation
belt acceleration.
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2. Data
The dual Van Allen Probes spacecraft were launched on August 30, 2012 with a comprehensive suite of instruments to study the ﬁelds, waves and particles within Earth’s
radiation belts [Mauk et al., 2014]. For this study we used data from the Relativistic
Electron Proton Telescope (REPT) [Baker et al., 2014b], which measures high energy ( 120 MeV) electrons, and the Magnetic Electron-Ion Spectrometer (MagEIS) [Blake et al.,
2014] which measures low and medium energy (∼20-4000 keV) energetic electrons. Both
of these instruments are part of the Energetic Particle, Composition, and Thermal (ECT)
plasma instrument suite [Spence et al., 2013]. These particle measurements, together with
the magnetic ﬁeld measurements from the Electric and Magnetic Field Instrument Suite
and Integrated Science (EMFISIS) [Kletzing et al., 2013] were used to calculate phase
space density (PSD) for the Van Allen Probes mission from launch through the end of
2014.
To calculate the PSD, we followed the method laid out in Boyd et al. [2014]. Pitch
angle resolved ﬂuxes from MagEIS and REPT along with the magnetic ﬁeld data from
EMFISIS were used to calculate PSD as a function of the three adiabatic invariants µ,
K and L*. Tsyganenko and Sitnov [2005] was used as the global magnetic ﬁeld model
for these calculations. Using the phase space density at ﬁxed 2nd and 3rd invariant, we
focused on how phase space density evolved as a function of 1st invariant µ. In particular,
we investigated three distinct electron populations at diﬀerent values. These populations
are the seed population, which we deﬁne to be µ ≈ 150 MeV/G (∼200 keV at L*=5);
the core population (µ ≈ 1000 MeV/G; ∼1 MeV at L*=5); and the ultra-relativistic
population (µ ≈ 4000 MeV/G; ∼2.5 MeV at L*=5).
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Our goal of this study was to use these data-sets to investigate two questions: 1)
What correlations exist between these populations and what are the relevant acceleration
timescales? and 2) What conditions in the seed population lead to enhancements in the
core and ultra-relativistic populations?

3. Correlations and Timing
To investigate their correlations, we examined the phase space density of the seed,
core and ultra-relativistic populations for a period of 26 months between October 2012
and December 2014. These observations are shown in Figure 1. For this time period,
we restricted our attention to those particles that are mirroring relatively close to the
magnetic equator(K=0.11 RE G1/2 ) and well into the outer radiation belt (L* = 5). Figure
1 illustrates that each of these populations behave very diﬀerently and have diﬀerent
characteristic timescales. The seed population varies rapidly, with sharp increases on the
timescale of hours. The core population varies less dynamically and follows a pattern of
rapid increases followed by slow decay. The ultra-relativistic population follows a similar
pattern to the core population, possessing even less dynamism. Despite these diﬀerences,
there are many events, such as the 8-9 October 2012 event and the 17 March 2013 event,
which elicit a coordinated response in all three of the populations, demonstrating that
these populations are sometimes strongly correlated.
To understand these connections, we next quantify the properties of such events. Since
the seed population is believed to play a key role in the acceleration process, we focused
on enhancement events in the core (µ = 1000 MeV/G) electrons. Similar to Reeves et al.
[2003], we required enhancement events to meet the following criteria:
1. The core population must increase by at least a factor of 2.
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2. The enhancement must be isolated, with no other events within ±48 hours.
3. There must be no data gaps of more than 10 hours during the event.
Implementing these criteria with second invariant K=0.11 RE G1/2 and L* = 5 gave
34 enhancement events over the 26-month period. These K and L* values were chosen
since they represent the smallest K value continuously observed by the Van Allen Probes
and the typical L* where the peak ﬂuxes are observed. Although we did not place a
requirement on of any geomagnetic indices, the events represent an equal mixture of quiet
periods and storm-times, with 17 of the 34 events having a minimum Dst ≥ -40nT. In
addition, all 34 of the events are associated with an elevated Auroral Electrojet (AE)
index. Table 1 shows a summary of these events, and they are marked with gray triangles
in Figure 1.
Our ﬁrst goal was to investigate the correlation between the diﬀerent electron populations. Following Li et al. [2005] and Turner and Li [2008], we implemented the technique
of cross correlations. Since the observations of the Van Allen Probes at ﬁxed L* are
non-uniform in time, we interpolate between measurements to get a uniform set of observations. Then, for a number of µ value steps between 200 and 3000 MeV/G, we calculated
the linear correlation coeﬃcient between that population and the 150 MeV/G seed population. We then applied a series of time lags between -2 and -48 hours to the seed
population and repeated the calculation of the correlation coeﬃcient. For each µ value,
we recorded the time lag that gave the maximum correlation coeﬃcient. Time-lags as a
function of µ for three L* values, calculated using all 26 months of data, are shown in
Panel A of Figure 2. Similarly, Panel B shows the correlation coeﬃcient as a function
of µ, calculated using the full dataset. Panels C and D show similar results using only
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data for the 5 days leading up to the maximum core phase space density for each of the
34 enhancement events. Data for L*=5.5 is not shown for the active times, as the L* of
Van Allen Probes apogee is often less than 5.5 for periods of strong geomagnetic activity.
The shaded regions in panels A and C represent the range of time-lags at L*=5 where
the correlation coeﬃcient was within 1% of the maximum value. For the purposes of this
study, we only consider the correlation to be signiﬁcant if R ≥ 0.7. The lines in panels A
and C are dashed when the maximum correlation coeﬃcient goes below this threshold.
As shown in Figure 2, the core population has its maximum correlation at 10-15 hours
with a correlation coeﬃcient between 0.7 and 0.8. These results are consistent between
L* = 4.5 and L* = 5.5, with marginally highest correlations at L*=5. The value of the
coeﬃcient is similar for the active times, but the maximum correlation time-lag is much
shorter, with a maximum between 0-13 hours. These results agree with the ﬁndings of
Turner and Li [2008], who performed a similar study using ﬂuxes at geostationary orbit.
For similar energies, Turner and Li [2008] found a similar correlation coeﬃcient (0.8) and
a larger time-lag (between -17 and -34 hours).
As shown in panels A and C, this correlation is only signiﬁcant up to ≈800-1000 MeV/G.
This indicates that while the seed population is well correlated with the core population
not directly connected to the ultra relativistic population. However, when performing
a similar analysis with respect to the 1000 MeV/G core population, we found that the
core and ultra-relativistic populations were very well correlated, with R >0.8 up to 5000
MeV/G. These results are consistent with the stepwise acceleration processes described
in Boyd et al. [2014], where the seed population is accelerated up to 1 MeV and then
subsequent acceleration brings that population up to multi-MeV energies.
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The correlation coeﬃcients shown in Figure 2 give the average timing for all of the
events, but the timing for individual events can vary greatly. Figure 3 shows the distribution of time lags for each of the enhancement events that meet the criteria described
above for µ = 1000 MeV/G and µ = 4000 MeV/G. For the core population, in the majority of the events the maximum seed population PSD occurs <20 hours before the core,
but there are several events with much longer timescales (>25 hours). Similarly, for the
ultra-relativistic population, the maximum seed population occurs 25-35 hours earlier, but
several of the events have much shorter or longer timescales. As shown in both panels, for
all of the events, the seed population enhancement preceded the enhancement at higher
energies.

4. Superposed Epoch Analysis
Our next focus was to investigate the seed population conditions that lead to radiation
belt acceleration. Therefore, we needed to know what the seed population conditions were
for each of the core enhancement events. We used superposed epoch analysis to investigate
this. For each event, we used the L* where the largest enhancement was observed. As
shown in Table 1, for more than half (18) of the events, this was at or near the Van Allen
Probes apogee (L* >5.25), but several of the events featured enhancements inside of L*
= 5. As shown in Schiller et al. [2014], PSD peaks are often found beyond the Van Allen
Probes apogee. Therefore, while 7 of the events showed clear evidence of PSD peaks at
low L*, it is possible more of the events had a peak at higher L*. The t=0 epoch time
was deﬁned to be at the maximum core population PSD for each event.
The results of this analysis are shown in Figure 4. The three panels show the ultrarelativistic, core and seed population PSDs respectively. In all panels, the median (thick
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line) and the upper and lower quartiles are shown. The sequence of the acceleration
process is shown clearly in Figure 4, with the seed population reaching its maximum ﬁrst
(t=-0.5-0.0), followed by the core population (t=0), and ultimately the ultra-relativistic
population (t=1).
The initial conditions (diﬀerence between the upper and lower quartile values) for all
three of the populations vary by about an order of magnitude. The ﬁnal values for the core
and ultra-relativistic populations vary by roughly the same amount. However, this is not
the case for the seed population. All of the events end up with nearly the same number of
seed electrons (to within a factor of 5). This is despite the fact that the initial conditions
of the seed population varies by several orders of magnitude. Given that all of these
events showed an enhancement in the core population, it is possible that this represents
c
the minimum, or threshold value for the seed population. This value at 1×10−4 ( cm·M
)3
eV

is labeled in Figure 4.

5. Seed Population Threshold
The seed population threshold can also be investigated by looking at all seed population
enhancements. Using a similar set of criteria to those used to identify the core enhancement events (i.e. 2x increase in seed population), we identiﬁed 97 events at L*=5 and 76
events at L*=4.5. For each of these seed population enhancements, we compared the maximum PSD value with the fractional change in the core population PSD in the following
48 hours. This comparison at L*=4.5 and L*=5, is shown in Figure 5. In both panels, the
shaded region indicates where the max PSD is above the threshold from Figure 4. For all
values of max seed PSD, there were many events that did not lead to core enhancements,
so it is immediately clear that larger seed population values do not necessarily lead to
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enhancements in the core population. However, all of the events that did lead to core
enhancements (shown by the red markers) have maximum seed populations near or above
c
1 × 10−4 ( cm·M
)3 . This provides further evidence that this value represents a necessary
eV

threshold for the seed population in order to produce a core population enhancement.
As noted earlier, the superposed epoch shown in Figure 4 was done at the L* where
the acceleration was taking place. It is plausible that the seed population plays a role in
controlling the location of the acceleration for each event. To investigate this, for each
event, we compared the minimum L* where the seed population was above the threshold
value to the minimum L* (to within ± 0.25) where the core population increased by at
least a factor of 2.
The relationship between the minimum L* at which the core acceleration takes place
and minimum L* penetration of the seed population is shown in Figure 6. These values are
very well correlated, with a linear correlation coeﬃcient of 0.84. In addition, for nearly all
of the events, to within L* ± 0.25, the enhanced seed population penetrates further inward
than where the acceleration is observed. This suggests that the seed population forms
an inner boundary. Only outside of this boundary are there are enough seed electrons to
facilitate the acceleration process.
The majority of the time, when the seed population is above the threshold, there are
enhancement events in the core population. Additionally, all of the core enhancement
events seen in the 26-month interval were preceded by a seed population enhancement,
indicating they are one key ingredient to core population enhancements. However, the
seed population is only one part of the acceleration process. Without waves to accelerate
the seed electrons, there would be no enhancements to the > 1 MeV populations. For the
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enhancement events described here, the VLF chorus observations are shown in Figure S1
in the supporting information.
As noted in Table 2 at L* = 5.5, the seed population is above the threshold value
more than 70% of the time. This is consistent with the results of Turner et al. [2015],
who found that seed electrons were enhanced in 87% of geomagnetic storms in the Van
Allen Probes era. Even with an elevated seed population, continued chorus wave activity
driven by substorm activity is needed to drive MeV electron enhancements [Meredith
et al., 2001, 2002]. In addition, these acceleration processes take place at the same time
as loss processes. As shown in Table 2, there are many instances when loss processes
overwhelm any acceleration taking place, or there is no acceleration seen in the higher
energy populations. All of these results point to the fact that the seed population is a
critical piece in a very delicate acceleration process. While an enhanced seed population
is necessary, alone it is not suﬃcient for radiation belt acceleration.

6. Discussion
Beginning with the work of Baker et al. [1998], the seed population has been recognized
as a key part of the acceleration process. While the seed population has been well studied
for particular events, this paper represents one of the ﬁrst statistical studies of the seed
population in the radiation belts and how these properties relate to the variability in the
core population. These results also show conclusively that there are distinct diﬀerences in
the behavior of the core and ultra-relativistic populations, as proposed by Shprits et al.
[2013]. The results presented here conﬁrm the results of Li et al. [2005] and Turner and
Li [2008], showing a strong correlation between the seed and MeV populations. However,
we oﬀer a considerable improvement on these previous results by examining phase space
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density in the heart of the radiation belts rather than daily-averaged ﬂuxes at geosynchronous orbit. First, Using phase space density allows for the removal of adiabatic eﬀects
and ensure that observed enhancements represent a real change in the particle population
within the radiation belts. Second, the observations of the Van Allen Probes at low Lshells oﬀer a better measurement of the acceleration timescales. This is particularly true
during periods where local acceleration is active, as observations at geosynchronous will
be delayed since the particles have to ﬁrst radially diﬀuse outward.
As noted in Turner and Li [2008] and Li et al. [2005], in addition to local acceleration,
radial transport processes can also explain the time-lags seen between the 100s keV and
MeV electrons. This is due to the fact that lower energy electrons drift inward faster,
so they are observed earlier. While it would be diﬃcult, if not impossible, to completely
separate the radial transport and local acceleration eﬀects for each event, we note that,
on average, we observe smaller time-lags than the studies at geosynchronous orbit. It
is possible that some of this discrepancy can be attributed to diﬀerences in geomagnetic
activity and ULF wave power between these periods. However, if radial transport were
the dominant mechanism for most of these events, we would expect to see larger time-lags,
as the particles take longer to drift into lower L-shells. Therefore, while radial transport
is undoubtedly responsible for some of the results in this study, local acceleration likely
plays an important role in most of the events, particularly those at lower L*.
We have also shown that the seed population is not strongly correlated with the ultrarelativistic population. One possible reason for this are loss processes, such as the interaction with electromagnetic ion cyclotron (EMIC) waves. Recent work from Mourenas et al.
[2016] has shown that strong chorus wave activity, coupled with EMIC waves can lead to
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strong losses in the ultra-relativistic electrons, limiting or overwhelming any enhancements
that may be occurring at these energies.
The work presented here makes it clear that seed population plays a critical role in
controlling both where and when core population enhancements will take place. All of
the core enhancement events seen in this 26-month period were associated with seed
population enhancements up to a particular level. This level likely represents a threshold
value that the seed population must reach in order for the acceleration process to take
hold. It is possible that this threshold represents a saturation point for these electrons in
the inner magnetosphere. As shown in Figure 6, acceleration can only begin when a given
L* is ﬁlled or saturated with seed electrons. It is probable that this saturation point is
associated with the Kennel-Petschek limit. As described in Kennel and Petschek [1966],
the ﬂuxes of electrons of this energy range are subject to an upper limit imposed by pitch
angle scattering via wave particle interactions.
For average strength magnetic ﬁeld, at L*=5, µ=150 MeV/G corresponds to ∼230
c
keV. Therefore, a PSD value of 1 × 10−4 ( cm·M
)3 will correspond to a ﬂux of 1.04 ×
eV
#
104 s·sr·cm
2 ·keV . From the values provided by Schulz and Davidson [1988] and Summers

et al. [2009], the Kennel-Petschek diﬀerential limiting ﬂux at this energy and L-value
#
would be between ∼ 5 × 103 and ∼ 7 × 104 s·sr·cm
2 ·keV , depending on the shape of the

pitch angle distribution. We have shown that observations of these events are consistent
with local acceleration by these same waves. Therefore, since these waves would be active
during these periods, it is not surprising that this threshold is comparable with the KennelPetschek limit, and the seed population must be close to this saturation limit in order to
produce an enhancement of MeV electrons.
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However, as mentioned here, the seed population is only one part of the acceleration
process. Our results show that large variability in the seed population leads to much
smaller changes in the higher energies. In order to better understand the details of this
process, future studies will also involve incorporating the source population along with
chorus and ULF wave activity to investigate the other ingredients required for the acceleration process. In particular, recent work by Ma et al. [2016] has shown that the source
population (and subsequent wave generation) can play an important role in the acceleration process, leading to enhancements of the seed population and strongly inﬂuencing
the acceleration timescales. Finally, further investigation into the relationship between
the seed population and geomagnetic indicies such as AE could yield useful results that
could be useful for models and for the use of the seed population as a predictor of core
population enhancements.

7. Conclusions
Here, we have investigated the statistical relationship between the radiation belt seed,
core and ultra-relativistic populations using phase space density observations for the ﬁrst
26 months of the Van Allen Probes mission. We have 3 main conclusions:
1. The seed population (150 MeV/G) is strongly correlated with the core population
(1000 MeV/G), but is not directly connected to the ultra-relativistic population (4000
MeV/G).
2. The strongest correlation between the seed and core populations is at a 10-15 hour
time lag. This time lag is smaller (0-13 hours) during enhancement events.
3. The seed population is subject to a threshold value or saturation limit that is a
necessary condition for the enhancement of MeV electrons.
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All of these conclusions are consistent with a step-wise acceleration picture where a
10s-100s keV seed population that is accelerated up to ≈ 1 MeV and then is subsequently
accelerated up to multi-MeV energies. While this picture has been previously shown for
individual events, this study shows that the seed population plays an important role in
governing radiation belt dynamics.
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Overview of the phase space density for 3 diﬀerent µ values: Seed (150 MeV/G),

Core (1000 MeV/G) and Ultra-relativistic (4000 MeV/G) for a period from October 2012 through
December 2014. All the data are for K=0.11 RE G1/2 and L* = 5. The gray triangles in the core
panel denote core enhancement events.
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coeﬃcient with respect to the =100 MeV/G population as function of for 3 diﬀerent L* values.
Panels B and D show the correlation coeﬃcient as a function of µ.
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1000 MeV/G) and the bottom panel shows the seed population (µ = 100 MeV/G). In each panel,
the thick line is the median, and the thinner lines the upper and lower quartiles. T=0 epoch
time was taken to be the maximum core PSD for each event. Data for each event is taken at
the L* where the largest core enhancement was observed. The apparent threshold value and/or
saturation limit at 1 × 10−4 is marked on the seed population plot.
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Table 1.

Properties of the core enhancement events used in this study. Columns describe

the date of the enhancement, the L* where the maximum enhancement is seen, The ratio of the
maximum to minimum PSD, the ratio of average post-event PSD to pre-event PSD, whether the
event had clear observations of PSD peaks, and the minimum Dst for the event.
Date
L*enhancement Max/Min PSD Post/Pre PSD
Clear PSD
Peaks?
2012-10-09 4.2
472.1
232
Yes
2012-11-15 4.5
92
19.3
Yes
2012-12-18 Apogee
25.5
12.9
No
2013-01-15 Apogee
34.4
24.5
No
2013-02-15 Apogee
11.3
6.2
No
2013-02-22 Apogee
41.6
8.6
No
2013-03-02 5.0
166.4
21.9
No
2013-03-18 4.2
148.2
22.8
Yes
2013-04-27 5.0
343.4
36.2
No
2013-05-19 4.5
75.2
9.1
Yes
2013-05-28 4.5
17.1
16.7
No
2013-06-24 5.0
114.2
13.4
No
2013-07-10 4.7
13.6
20.8
No
2013-08-04 4.7
200.5
9.4
Yes
2013-08-16 Apogee
15.1
3.9
No
2013-08-31 Apogee
38.9
5.5
No
2013-10-02 5.0
49.4
37
No
2013-10-14 Apogee
12.1
4.9
No
2013-11-09 4.6
61.5
17.2
Yes
2013-12-08 Apogee
28.8
5.7
No
2014-01-01 Apogee
111.6
36.8
No
2014-02-11 Apogee
116.9
72.5
No
2014-02-21 Apogee
78.8
36.7
No
2014-04-14 Apogee
44
26.5
No
2014-06-09 Apogee
8.7
3.0
No
2014-06-21 Apogee
14.5
5.0
No
2014-08-05 Apogee
15.1
10.4
No
2014-08-21 5.25
38
6.7
No
2014-08-28 4.5
153.9
14.1
Yes
2014-09-25 Apogee
99.9
44.9
No
2014-10-19 5.0
29.8
24.5
No
2014-11-17 Apogee
139.9
42.8
No
2014-12-08 4.8
68.9
16.7
No
2014-12-25 4.7
46.2
5.1
No

Min Dst
[nT]
-105
-108
-27
-30
-36
-32
-55
-132
-50
-57
-50
-21
-45
-44
-35
-37
-60
-43
-81
-66
-40
-30
-116
-81
-38
-33
-18
-32
-80
-22
-21
-50
-24
-38
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Table 2. Statistics for core enhancements and the
L* Fraction of Time Total
Enhancement
above Threshold Events Events (%)
4 0.075
25
14 (56 %)
4.5 0.301
52
31 (59 %)
5 0.532
55
33 (60 %)
5.5 0.707
62
35 (56 %)

seed population threshold.
Acceleration, no No Acceleration
Enhancement (%) (%)
2 (8 %)
9 (36 %)
14 (26 %)
7 (13.5 %)
9 (16 %)
13 (24 %)
10 (16 %)
17 (27 %)
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